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Why Do People Invest in Art?
Do you know building an investment portfolio in the art world
has some rules you need to know?

For someone who looks to make informed decisions with a
purpose of financial gain in the long term, this is for you!
By the time you finish reading this content to the end, I

promise you’d have been exposed and equipped on how you
can invest your money in the modern art industry.

Think about it, every now and then, headlines about art will

arise in the media somewhere in the #trending section. The
tabloids fill their headers and subject lines with something

usually along the lines of “____ painting by ____ artist was

sold for $____ millions of dollars” (you can fill in the blanks).
More often than not, the knee-jerk reactions are somewhere

between wonderment that a solitary item can cost that much
and disgust that anyone would spend that much amount of
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money on a “useless” item.
So why do these collectors spend an outrageous amount of
money on something so useless?
There can be many reasons why someone would sink huge
sums of money to acquire art, but they all can be boiled
down to one reason: because they want to.
An investor can encounter many different avenues to go
down for putting their money into something that will give
them a return. Depending on the type of investor and their
portfolio, may determine the types of investments they find
themselves leaning towards.
It is safe to say that investing in art is not for those looking for
a "get rich quick" solution, rather, with patience and
knowledge you may find yourself stumbling upon some quite
large numbers.
The typical art investor generally has a history in the art field,
if not, at least an appreciation and knowledge for the topics
surrounding the industry.
Revolving back to the main reason why those with the
chance, decide to trade their hard earned cash for some
paint on a canvas...true love.
Of course we know that it’s not as simple as that. Money at
this level doesn’t get tossed around at the touch of a
button...although that is rapidly changing.
In the history of the art industry, the typical collector is over
65 years of age and retired, or veering close to it. Since the
age of the internet, the arts have has a slow and steady
increase of attachment to digital technology.
We've seen technology arise specifically in the art pieces. Art
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is being made with the use of technology or directly inverse
where the technology is the art.
This isn't to say that the traditional techniques and mediums
of art are less common now days. It is simply an indication
that the art world is getting more comfortable with its
transition and development into technology for the new
generation of art lovers.
More recently, and thanks
to a global pandemic, the
selling of art has
dramatically increased
through online platforms.
Virtual galleries and tours,
viewing rooms, online
exhibitions, auctions, and e-commerce stores have all seen
major spikes in traffic since the beginning of 2020 as they
were already on an increase since 2018.
It is generally agreed that there’s no need to buy art. Art
doesn’t feed you, it doesn’t clothe you, get you from point A to
point B, protect you from the elements, etc.
That doesn’t mean there aren’t good reasons to collect art.
Art satisfies us in different ways, it inspires us, feeds our
creativity, and comforts us subconsciously.
Since the dawn of civilization, humanity has appreciated art
as an extremely valuable part of society. Michelangelo was
hired to decorate palaces with his sculptures for the king's
pleasure of living surrounded by beautiful art, and for the
grand impression of wealth amongst the visiting elite.
It is generally agreed that there’s no need to buy art. Art
doesn’t feed you, it doesn’t clothe you, get you from point A to
point B, protect you from the elements, etc.
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That doesn’t mean there aren’t good reasons to collect art.
Art satisfies us in different ways, it inspires us, feeds our
creativity, and comforts us subconsciously.
Since the dawn of civilization, humanity has appreciated art
as an extremely valuable part of society. Michelangelo was
hired to decorate palaces with his sculptures for the king's
pleasure of living surrounded by beautiful art, and for the
grand impression of wealth amongst the visiting elite.
Historically, art has played a subtly major role in societies and
their evolutions. Now in the 21st century we can see this work
preserved in museums such as the Louvre preserved since
hundreds of years, for future generations to be educated on
the pillars of the world they live in.
Now let’s dig into some of the reasons why collectors find
satisfaction in building their catalog of artwork that they own.
There are FIVE psychological factors of art we must consider
before diving into investment strategy. And there’s a need for
us to take into cognisance of these strategies for great
results to be achieved.
Below are the FIVE psychological factors to be considered:
Emotion
Passion
Prestige
Statement
Investment
In the next chapter we will analyze these five factors. Going
into detail with how they affect the artist to collector
relationship, and how you can use this in consideration for
your next purchase.
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Psychological Effects of
Collecting Art
EMOTION
More than anything else, art is a direct expression of the

artist’s thoughts and feelings. Subjectively, good art will create

some type of emotion for the viewer when looking at the piece
of art.

Often, a collector will look at an artwork, emotionally connect
with it, and decide that they must have it. “This painting

reminds me of my childhood home” or “I feel happy every time
I look at this” are sentiments often expressed by collectors.

An art enthusiast may also emotionally connect with the artist.
Perhaps the overall message, or passion of the artist in
general may be inspiring for the collector, giving more
purpose to be a supporter.

It is a very pure, sometimes illogical, reason that spurs many
collectors to buy art.
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PASSION
These are people who usually don’t care about provenance
or artist or meaning. They don’t care about the size or price of
the work.
There is a genuine love for the art and they want to surround
themselves with it. To them, it’s as simple as “I want it, I’m
going to buy it.” There’s no difference between a hundredyears-old, millions-of-dollars painting, and a piece done by
an artist fresh out of school. If it’s art and they like it, they will
buy it.
PRESTIGE
These are people who want to look a certain way, who want
to raise their social standing. They care about things like
provenance and the fame of the artist. Sometimes they even
care about who owned the work before them.
Art, especially those by the likes of Picasso or Rothko, has an
ability to make the owners more socially acceptable. It can
become a centerpiece during a gathering, and will often earn
the owners praise by others. It is considered an achievement
to finally be financially stable enough to be able to buy these
prestigious artists’ works.
STATEMENT
Whether it is a political statement or just a desire to make
others a bit uncomfortable, these collectors acquire these
works for a very specific reason. These collectors may
connect on a mental and spiritual level with the artist.
Maybe these collectors have thoughts and feelings that they
aren’t able to convey, but they came upon an artist that can
manifest those thoughts into physical form. They are more
inclined to buy from and support that artist. The artist and
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their works become the collector’s way to express
themselves.
INVESTMENT
Another reason that’s often brought up is that buying art is a
form of investment. If we look at the current art market, the
most expensive artworks are almost always those created by
artists who are no longer with us.
Art, like many other things, becomes more valuable when
there are fewer of them available. It also becomes more
valuable when the artist is a very recognizable name.
The most famous example is Vincent Van Gogh. He was dirt
poor when he was alive, relying on his brother to survive. In
2017, one of his paintings sold for $450 million.
If done correctly, and with a bit of luck, early acquisition of
artwork can multiply in value by several magnitudes. The
return later down the line might make the early investment
seem like nothing in comparison.
Here is a chart from March
2020 showing the top 10
highest-earning paintings
ever sold at an auction.
Historical context, originality,
skill and fame of the artist are
just a few of the many
reasons for why a piece of art
is valued the way it is.
Generally the investment is
concrete, purchased with the
idea that the value will
continue to increase.
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Considerations When Investing
in Fine Art
A lot of us buy artwork for its Historical Value. Art has been

rooted in human life for centuries. Dated back to the time of

old to the modern era, the artwork has been a major means
for freedom of expression.

Having looked at the history of humanity, you’d agree with me
that art has consolidated the relationship of people the more,
making them appreciate each other’s point of view.

There’s an economical value attached to the artwork. Across

the world, there has been instability in the global economy, in
addition to the effect of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Amidst all the recent uncertainty, the art market maintained

great stability. This shows the art market will keep increasing
in value regardless of the economic meltdown.

While online sales accounted for just 10% of sales for galleries
in 2019, they made up 37% of their sales in the first half of
2020, according to McAndrew’s report.
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Growth in online sales was even stronger in auction houses,
where we know the higher-ticket items go to be sold.
According to ArtTactic’s report, which showed online-only
sales of fine art at Christie’s, Phillips, and Sotheby’s spike 240%
in the first eight months of 2020 compared to all of 2019, up
from $94.4 million to $321 million. Sotheby’s came out on top
thus far, with online-only auctions up 413% between January
and August 2020 compared to all of 2019.
In those eight months, Sotheby’s brought in a grand total of
$402.6 million, versus Christie’s take of $186.7 million during
the same time period.
Seeing all of these high numbers in terms of prices of the
work and amount of revenue generated in sales from them,
brings us to our next consideration.
Most of us believed Art is a luxury. Modern collections now
come from those who have the financial power to invest in
the art market because they believed it’s a lucrative industry
and expanding their 7-10% income into the art world is great
ROI.
The truth is, investing in luxury items like arts are becoming
the best bet right now due to the traditional investment
markets becoming very unstable. Expensive items like
artwork, vintage cars, and wines are now getting expensive
due to their less volatile markets.
Adding artworks to your collection of assets can be a very
secure type of investment. As the return may not be very
quick, there is always a large market for it, and even higher
chances of being able to resell for a profit if you perform your
initial investment very wisely. Unlike real estate investment or
FOREX trading, you look after your art investment and are
responsible for its outcome.
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Here are the major ways you can purchase an artwork:
Directly through the artist via website or social media
From an Art Gallery
Auctions
Art fairs

Online art galleries
Whatever your reason for collecting is, you must consider the
value of the art before you buy it. This includes looking at the
physical condition of the art, going through the artwork’s
provenance and the artist’s catalogues raisonnés.

It is critical that you are satisfied with the art’s value and

understand how the value can increase. A key fundamental in

being an art collector is knowing which artists to look for, when
to buy and sell, and how to go about the process of doing so.
This is usually what art dealers, brokers, and advisors are for.
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According to Michael Findlay, there are attributes that need
to be weighed before an artwork’s value is determined. They
are:
1. Provenance
2. Condition
3. Authenticity
4. Exposure
5. Quality
Provenance refers to the history of ownership of the work. This
is important for a few reasons, but the most important one is
to determine the authenticity of the work. By tracing the
ownership of the work and the papers that comes with it, we
can determine whether a work is authentic or not.
There’s also a slight increase in value if the work had passed
through well-known hands. A Rothko painting once owned by
David Rockefeller fetched a price of $72 million dollars. A
similar painting auctioned the next day, not owned by David
Rockefeller, was sold at less than half that price.
The physical condition also needs to be considered, but that
doesn't mean that merely seeing whether the piece is still
intact or not. These days, artworks with less conservation
work on them can be in more demand than one of similar
age, but conserved to look more brand new.
It is also important to compare them to other works created
with similar techniques and of similar age. Is it in excellent
condition for having little conservation work done? Or does it
look overly pristine, as if no time has passed at all?
Nowadays, with the recent innovation in technology,
blockchain technology, KYC processes, and quality
certification can be used, for example through the app 4ART.
Using this app any piece of art can be scanned in detail,
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and registered in their database, as well as your catalog,
using the blockchain technology. This allows the artist or
gallerist to provide condition reports to a buyer, for proof of
value.

Authenticity can be traced via the previously mentioned
provenance. It is crucial that the artwork has the right papers
and can be traced to the artist.
There are many cases where a work was proven to be a
counterfeit or not created by the supposed artist, causing its
market value to plunge significantly.
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Exposure is about how well known the work of an artist is. The
more famous the work, the more price it’s going to fetch.
Monet, for example, created thousands of paintings during
his lifetime, but his Water Lilies series is valued at a higher
price than most of his other works because it is more wellknown.
Also, tied to exposure, affecting overall value of the artist, is if
the artist has shown any of their work in a gallery. Solo show
or group show, having the experience of gallery exhibitions
and listing them on their CV can additionally add to the
value.
It simply goes to show that the artist is in demand and has
had good response to the work. This goes without mentioning
that the galleries usually increase the price of the pieces to
cover their commission and costs. Thus once again
increasing the value of the pieces and the artist.
Last but not least is quality. This one is a harder attribute to
quantify as it is very much dependent on the opinion of the
viewers. Rule number 1 of art is that it is subjective. One
collector might like one piece of work because of its color, but
another might find it too harsh and bright. A piece might
attract a collector because of its theme but another just
cannot relate to that theme at all.
Still, there are some universally accepted items of criteria to
account for when judging quality. As mentioned before, more
tools are rising to the market as aid for collectors looking to
make more informed buying decisions.
Passionate collectors will develop an eye that can be trained
to recognize perfections and flaws. It might take years of
education and experience, or one can simply ask the
assistance of another, such as a dealer.
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So, what are some of the major points we can take away…
Building an investment portfolio in the art world has a lot more
details to account for than one might have imagined. It is

more than simply having enough money to buy something
that is visually appealing to you.

For someone who looks to make informed decisions with a

purpose of financial gain in the long term, you might start with
a judgment of how the aesthetics make you feel, but your

thought process must evolve much deeper than the surface
level.

Remember the psychology behind the purchasing of art.
Develop your strategy around one or more of the 5

psychological effects. Decide if you are purchased out of

emotion, for prestige, or as a status statement. It is important
to be aware of your choices and mentality when making any
form of investment.
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Stay vigilant to the state of the market and the news that
revolves around it. You have the choice to follow the trends or
not. Watching the market, the amount that recent work is
selling for, can be a good indicator for best modes of
purchasing.
We hope with this guide, you now have the right inspiration to
come up with your own good strategy for building your
investment portfolio. You now know where to search for
artwork to buy, what to consider when browsing, how to
gauge the value, and where to look if you need a second
opinion.
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